
LONDON: Rupert Murdoch’s 21st Century Fox
has raised its offer for Britain’s Sky in an agreed
deal valuing the pay-TV group at $32.5 billion,
seeing off rival bidder Comcast for now.

Fox, which has been trying to buy the pan-
European group since December 2016, offered
to pay 14 pounds per share, a 12 percent premi-
um to Comcast’s offer, but below the 15.00
pounds Sky shares were trading at yesterday.

Analysts said the bid threw down the gauntlet
for Comcast, the world’s biggest entertainment
company, to return with a higher offer. The US
cable group gatecrashed Murdoch’s attempt to
buy the 61 percent of Sky his group did not
already own in February, when Fox was still firmly
stuck in the regulatory process. One top-40 Sky
shareholder said they expected Comcast to come
back with a counter bid for Sky.

“The end price really depends on the appetite
of those companies and how much they are will-
ing to take their leverage up and at what stage
their shareholders say enough is enough,” the
shareholder, who did not wish to be identified,
said. The fight for Britain’s leading pay-TV group
is part of a bigger battle being waged in the
entertainment industry as the world’s media
giants offer tens of billions of dollars in deals to
be able to compete with Netflix and Amazon.

Comcast and Walt Disney are locked in a sep-
arate $70 billion-plus battle to buy most of Fox’s
assets, which would include Sky. Disney secured
conditional US approval to buy the assets last
month, giving it an edge over Comcast’s bid.

Hong Kong-based hedge fund Case Equity

Partners, a Sky investor, said the fact Disney was
in a slightly more favorable position for Fox’s US
media assets meant Comcast would fight even
harder to get Sky. “Today’s Fox bid is unlikely to
be the end game as we see a final Sky deal out-
come at well over 15 pounds per share,” said
managing partner Michael Wegener. Comcast
declined to comment on Fox’s new offer.

Prime time drama 
Present in 23 million homes across Europe, Sky

is a prized asset, with a direct relationship with its
customers and a slate of top sport and original
drama content. “This transformative transaction
will position Sky so that it can continue to com-
pete within an environment that now includes
some of the largest companies in the world,” Fox
said. Its offer represents an 82 percent premium to
Sky’s shares in 2016 before the takeover drama
started, and a multiple of 21 times 2017 earnings per
share. Sky’s senior independent director Martin

Gilbert welcomed the move. “This offer reflects the
strong position the business is in and is an attractive
premium for shareholders,” he said.

However, British regulators have indicated
that if Disney succeeds in buying Fox, including
the 39 percent stake in Sky, it would be required
to offer the same price for the remainder of Sky.
According to some shareholders, that has set an
implied higher floor for Sky’s shares.

Hedge funds including Elliott have bought into
Sky in recent months and other vocal sharehold-
ers such as Crispin Odey have demanded that the
independent directors secure a better deal.

“It’s too low,” Odey, a former son-in-law of
Murdoch whose eponymous hedge fund is a Sky
shareholder, said of the sweetened Fox offer.

“Disney’s internal forecasts now, on the basis
of the cash flows they’ve published for Sky,
would value it at 16 pounds,” he said. Investors
argue that Sky’s continued strong trading per-
formance, and its deal this year to secure the
rights to English Premier League football at a
lower than expected price, meant it warranted a
higher offer.

Fox said the performance of Sky since 2016
justified its new bid. Analysts said it was not a
knock-out, and Fox did not say it was its final
offer. “Fox coming back in for Sky isn’t a surprise
in itself, but the fact the offer is slightly behind
what some had anticipated brings another twist,”
said George Salmon, equity analyst at
Hargreaves Lansdown. The British government is
expected to finally allow Fox to buy Sky this
week, after the US group agreed to sell Sky’s

award-winning news channel to Disney to pre-
vent Murdoch from owning too much of the
British media. Fox, run by Rupert’s son James
who is also the chairman of Sky, has made a
string of guarantees to help secure backing for
its deal, including investment in British TV pro-
duction, technology and the protection for Sky
News. Murdoch had previously tried and failed

to buy Sky in 2011 when a phone hacking scandal
at his News of the World tabloid sparked a polit-
ical backlash over his role in Britain. The opposi-
tion has not completely subsided despite the plan
to spin off Sky News.

“There are enough sub-plots in the race to
acquire Sky to commission a prime-time drama,”
Salmon said. — Reuters

UK watchdog 
warns financial 
firms over
Big Data 
LONDON: Britain’s banks and insurers must take
the lead in spelling out how they will use data
collected from customers or they could face new
rules, Financial Conduct Authority Chair Charles
Randell said yesterday.

Financial firms have been using Big Data on
customers, which can include social media use,
for example to price motor or health insurance
more accurately. But the trend has worried regu-
lators and consumer groups. The use of Big Data
requires good communication so that consumers
understand and accept a firm’s approach to using
their data and don’t end up being “disenfran-
chised”, Randell said.

“By good communication, I don’t mean pages
and pages of obscure disclosures, disclaimers and
consents. I mean short and readable statements
which make it clear what firms will and won’t do
with their customers’ data,” Randell told a
Reuters Newsmaker event.

“These need to be developed with consumers,
not imposed on them,” Randell said in his first
major speech since becoming chair of the FCA in
April. “A number of firms do this already but many
do not. Should all businesses have a data charter?
Should these be developed through voluntary
codes of practice? Will the industry take the lead
or should they be a regulatory requirement?”

Any regulation would aim not to be too pre-
scriptive given the pace of technological change,

Randell said in answer to a question. “I don’t see
this as an area where a 13-foot-high rule book
would be your best approach.”

“Robust procedures”
Matt Cullen, head of strategy, data and analyt-

ics at the Association of British Insurers, said that
while Big Data could bring benefits for customers,
“we’re also aware that the issues it raises need to
be carefully considered”. He added that insurers
would “always have robust procedures in place”.

In September 2016, the FCA dropped plans for
a formal review of whether Big Data might make it
harder or more expensive for some customers to
buy a car or home insurance, but said it would
look at the risk of some customers being exclud-
ed. Randell said the power of Big Data corpora-
tions and their central place in providing services
that are now essential in everyday lives raise sig-
nificant questions about the adequacy of global
frameworks for competition and regulation.

Britain’s information regulator said yesterday it
intends to fine Facebook 500,000 pounds
($663,550), the maximum possible, for breaches
of data protection law as the watchdog investi-
gates how millions of users’ data was improperly
accessed by consultancy Cambridge Analytica.
“The ordinary consumer may in practice have no
choice in whether to deal with these corporations
on terms which are non-negotiable and are often
too general to be well understood. And without
access to the data which consumers have signed -
or clicked - away, new businesses may find it very
difficult to compete,” Randell said.

“If you add all these factors together, they call
into question the adequacy of the traditional lib-
eral approach to the relationship between finan-
cial services firms and their customers. And regu-
lation is central because it will help define
whether AI and Big Data liberate customers, or
disenfranchise them.” — Reuters
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SUN VALLEY, ID: (Left - right) Rupert Murdoch, chairman of News Corp and co-chairman
of 21st Century Fox, and Jerry Hall arrive at the Sun Valley Resort of the annual Allen &
Company Sun Valley Conference on Tuesday in Sun Valley, Idaho. — AFP

Du collaborates 
with Cisco to drive 
transformation 
journey
DUBAI: Du, from Emirates Integrated
Telecommunications Company (EITC), in col-
laboration with Cisco, yesterday unveiled a
white paper outlining its transformational jour-
ney towards becoming an ‘ICT service
provider’ by 2021. Titled ‘EITC Infrastructure
Outlook 2021’, the white paper sets the frame-
work for the company’s digital transformation
in terms of technology adoption, transition to
digital services, as well as customer centricity
and uniformity of experience. It describes how
adopting a software-defined approach will
help du deliver innovative services, ensuring its
longer-term success, in line with supporting
the UAE Vision 2021 strategy.

“As du drives its transformation agenda to
spur expansion into new growth areas, we
have been working diligently towards bringing
next generation technologies such as 5G, IoT,
AI, and blockchain into our network,” said
Saleem AlBlooshi, Chief Infrastructure Officer,
EITC. “We are collaborating with Cisco to
map out how we will power a new breed of
solutions and services for our customers over
the coming five years, and are excited about
the opportunities this will bring to the UAE’s
ICT ecosystem.”

Du’s key strategic pillars in driving change
include a seamless customer experience
across channels, innovative services and solu-
tions, and agility in operations, with an under-
lining element of continuous innovation behind
each pillar. As a leading technology provider,
Cisco provides the foundation for digital trans-
formation through its comprehensive product
and services portfolio and digital solutions that

bring together connectivity, security, automa-
tion, and analytics. “The ongoing transforma-
tion of our industry merges with the pace of
technology innovation to create a data-driven
economy and an environment where business
models thrive in collaborative ecosystems. This
makes it imperative for us to transform not
only our technology infrastructure, but also the
way we operate so as to embrace the agility
required by the new economic order. We are
excited about our transformational journey as
outlined through our new whitepaper,”
AlBlooshi added.

“Continuously evolving digital technologies
and digital user experiences are raising the bar
for telecom service providers like du to trans-
form themselves into ICT services providers,”
said Ali Amer, Managing Director, Global
Service Provider Sales, Cisco Middle East and
Africa. “Service providers around the world
are witnessing immense changes that are forc-
ing them to adapt accordingly. As a technology
leader, Cisco is collaborating with du to evolve
their offerings beyond traditional connectivity
services to incorporate a wider gamut of digi-
tal lifestyle and enterprise offerings.”

Shifting connectivity
The Internet of Things (IoT) is shifting con-

nectivity from end-user devices to machine-
to-machine (M2M) connections. Cisco esti-
mates that M2M modules will account for 51
percent of all networked devices in 2021, while
43 percent of all networked devices will be
mobile-connected, of which smartphones will
account for half.

“Global service providers are now
redesigning for efficiency and making rapid
adaptation to market shifts by leveraging tech-
nologies such as virtualization and software-
defined everything. The landscape is no more
about ‘big eat small,’ it has changed to ‘fast eat
slow,’” added Ali Amer.

Today, consumers expect great service
experience and continuity in interaction across
channels and platforms and a high degree of
interactivity and personalisation. Customer

expectations are evolving at Internet speeds
with continuous introductions of newer digital
experiences and services from global OTT play-
ers. Always connected, and everywhere, digital
consumption is expanding faster in newer
dimensions of ‘augmented’ and ‘virtual reality’. 

According to Cisco’s survey of Middle East
and Africa enterprise customers in 2017, five
times as many visitors as the resident popula-
tion visit Dubai during the six months of
tourism season. 

This creates a need for flexibility in usage
of resources to serve the seasonality. Seventy
two percent of customers express interest in
Virtual Managed Services (VMS), where all or
some of the capabilities delivered by customer
premises equipment (CPE) are delivered either
fully or through hybrid cloud solutions. Eighty
eight percent of enterprise customers sur-
veyed want a bundled security service with
network service.

In its journey since it was established, du
has strived to delight customers with simplicity
and natural experiences across its three major
customer categories: individual customers,
business and government. Leveraging its fibre
optic network infrastructure and high-speed
wireless internet, du has launched a country-
wide initiative called WiFi UAE to provide
WiFi access to the public, in line with UAE
Vision 2021, and is a strategic partner for
Dubai government’s Smart Dubai initiative to
integrate technologies like ICT and IoT into its
infrastructure. 

Investors expect Comcast to counter offer 

Saleem AlBlooshi Ali Amer

SAN FRANCISCO: Uber Technologies Inc’s
Chief People Officer Liane Hornsey resigned in an
email to staff on Tuesday, following an investiga-
tion into how she handled allegations of racial
discrimination at the ride-hailing firm.

The resignation comes after Reuters contact-
ed Uber on Monday about the previously unre-
ported investigation into accusations from
anonymous whistleblowers that Hornsey had sys-
tematically dismissed internal complaints of racial
discrimination. Hornsey is head of Uber’s human
resources department and one of the firm’s top
spokespeople on diversity and dis-
crimination issues. 

She had been in the role for about
18 months, as the company was
rocked by claims of widespread
issues of gender discrimination and
sexual harassment.

The allegations raise questions
about Chief Executive Dara
Khosrowshahi’s efforts to change the
toxic culture of the firm after he took
over in August last year from former
CEO Travis Kalanick following a
series of scandals.

Khosrowshahi praised Hornsey in an email to
employees, which was seen by Reuters, as
“incredibly talented, creative, and hard-working.”
He gave no reason for her departure.

Hornsey acknowledged in a separate email to
her team at Uber, also seen by Reuters, that her
exit “comes a little out of the blue for some of
you, but I have been thinking about this for a
while.” She also gave no reason for her resigna-
tion and has not responded to requests for com-
ment about the investigation. The allegations
against her and Uber’s human resources depart-

ment more broadly were made by an anonymous
group that claims to be Uber employees of color,
members of the group told Reuters.

They alleged Hornsey had used discriminatory
language and made derogatory comments about
Uber Global Head of Diversity and Inclusion
Bernard Coleman, and had denigrated and threat-
ened former Uber executive Bozoma Saint John,
who left the company in June.

“This person ultimately was the reason
behind (Saint John’s) departure from Uber,” the
anonymous employees said in an email, referring

to Hornsey. Saint John joined Uber
from Apple Inc in June, 2017 but left
only a year later to join Endeavor,
the parent company of several talent
agencies. She declined to comment,
telling Reuters by phone: “I don’t
have anything to say about my
experience there.”

Coleman, who came to Uber in
2017 after serving as the chief diver-
sity and human resources officer of
Hillary Clinton’s 2016 presidential
campaign, also declined to comment.

Some of the allegations were sub-
stantiated, investigators from law firm Gibson
Dunn told the employees in a May 15 email that
was seen by Reuters. It is not clear which of the
allegations were substantiated, but the investiga-
tors shared their “thoughts regarding several
options to address concerns regarding Ms.
Hornsey” with Khosrowshahi, they wrote in the
email. The investigators added that they were
commencing another investigation after receiving
a complaint from another anonymous Uber
employee regarding “allegations that appear to
relate in some ways.” — Reuters

Uber exec Hornsey resigns
in email to staff following 
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Britain to fine 
Facebook over 
data breach
LONDON:  Britain’s data regulator said yester-
day it will fine Facebook half a million pounds for
failing to protect user data, as part of its investi-
gation into whether personal information was
misused ahead of the Brexit referendum.

The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)
began investigating the social media giant earlier
this year, when evidence emerged that an app
had been used to harvest the data of tens of mil-
lions of Facebook users worldwide.

In the worst ever public relations disaster for
the social media giant, Facebook admitted that
up to 87 million users may have had their data
hijacked by British consultancy firm Cambridge
Analytica, which was working for US President
Donald Trump’s 2016 campaign.

Cambridge Analytica, which also had meet-
ings with the Leave.EU campaign ahead of
Britain’s EU referendum in 2016, denies the
accusations and has filed for bankruptcy in the
United States and Britain. “In 2014 and 2015, the
Facebook platform allowed an app... that ended
up harvesting 87 million profiles of users around
the world that was then used by Cambridge
Analytica in the 2016 presidential campaign and
in the referendum,” Elizabeth Denham, the infor-
mation commissioner, told BBC radio.

Yesterday’s ICO report said: “The ICO’s
investigation concluded that Facebook contra-
vened the law by failing to safeguard people’s
information.” Without detailing how the informa-
tion may have been used, it said the company
had “failed to be transparent about how people’s

data was harvested by others”. The ICO added
that it plans to issue Facebook with the maxi-
mum available fine for breaches of the Data
Protection Act-an equivalent of $660,000 or
566,000 euros. Because of the timing of the
breaches, the ICO said it was unable to impose
penalties that have since been introduced by the
European General Data Protection, which would
cap fines at 4.0 percent of Facebook’s global
turnover. In Facebook’s case this would amount
to around $1.6 billion (1.4 billion euros). “In the
new regime, they would face a much higher fine,”
Denham said.

‘Doing the right thing’ 
“We are at a crossroads. Trust and confi-

dence in the integrity of our democratic
processes risk being disrupted because the
average voter has little idea of what is going on
behind the scenes,” Denham said. “New tech-
nologies that use data analytics to micro-target
people give campaign groups the ability to con-
nect with individual voters. But this cannot be at
the expense of transparency, fairness and com-
pliance with the law.”

In May, Facebook chief Mark Zuckerberg
apologized to the European Parliament for the
“harm” caused. EU Justice Commissioner Vera
Jourova welcomed the ICO report. “It shows the
scale of the problem and that we are doing the
right thing with our new data protection rules,”
she said. “Everyone from social media firms, polit-
ical parties and data brokers seem to be taking
advantage of new technologies and micro-target-
ing techniques with very limited transparency and
responsibility towards voters,” she said. “We
must change this fast as no-one should win elec-
tions using illegally obtained data,” she said,
adding: “We will now assess what can we do at
the EU level to make political advertising more
transparent and our elections more secure.”

Hefty compensation bill 
The EU in May launched strict new data-

protection laws allowing regulators to fine com-
panies up to 20 million euros ($24 million) or
four percent of annual global turnover.

But the ICO said because of the timing of the
incidents involved in its inquiry, the penalties
were limited to those available under previous
legislation. The next phase of the ICO’s work is
expected to be concluded by the end of
October.  Erin Egan, chief privacy officer at
Facebook, said: “We have been working closely
with the ICO in their investigation of Cambridge
Analytica, just as we have with authorities in the
US and other countries. We’re reviewing the
report and will respond to the ICO soon.”

The British fine comes as Facebook faces a
potential hefty compensation bill in Australia,
where litigation funder IMF Bentham said it had
lodged a complaint with regulators over the
Cambridge Analytica breech-thought to affect
some 300,000 users in Australia. 

IMF investment manager Nathan Landis told
The Australian newspaper most awards for pri-
vacy breaches ranged between Aus$1,000 and
Aus$10,000 (US$750-$7,500). This implies a
potential compensation bill of between Aus$300
million and Aus$3 billion. — AFP 


